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Palestine, oh dear
A poem to Palestine
Algeria, 15.12.2017, 16:49 Time
USPA NEWS - Palestine, oh dear
Living in fear
Palestine oh dear
No one to hear
Morning newspapers
Turned to bombs
Children toys
Became several guns
Black tears within the rain
Sending screams of pain
Mothers going insane
Who are you to complain ?
Always depressed and sad
Always feeling bad
Say something go ahead
Their families are dead
No food to eat
No doctors to treat
No shoes, barefeet
Just blood and cold meat
Got their hearts broken
Got their homes stolen
Got their souls shaken
Got their freedom taken
When will this nightmare end ?
These sounds on the battle ground
Where bullets play around
Instead of roses on the ground
Take a look at those faces
Those wounded places
Those torn up dresses !
Who will stop this crisis ?!
Children were cut piece by piece
While presidents were sleeping in peace
They’re calling for us saying please
How dare you sleep in peace ?!
Tell me where are arabs!
Tell me where are muslims!
Tell me where are humans!
Tell me what is this mess !
Fighting eachother like fools
Giving them more chances to use
Giving them our own tools!
I wish I had the ability to choose
Whether to live in this cruelty
Or to take the responsibility
But am just a little beauty
I can do no calamity
All I can do is watch them
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Watch them die not save them
Just watch them and cry for them
Just watch them and pray for them
Here I am in front of my screen, no words no rhymes
Just nothing to say, tears falling down and I am to
blame, for living in harmony with monsters and
fears, for not being there when my family’s in need.
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